The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP)
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We’re providing a list of sample questions – questions we
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we’ve added a related sample
“scoping request.” Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port.
QUESTION
Why No Study of
What’s Already
Happened? How does
Port intend to study the
human health and
environmental impacts of
the 97,000 new flights
already added in last four
years?
Why No Study of Your
Own Long-Term Plan?
Why not study of the
human health and
environmental impacts of
the Long-Term Vision
anticipated to begin when
capacity is reached in
2027?
Adequate Geography?
Will Port study unique
human health and
environmental impacts
from aircraft noise and
emissions, in all of the six
south-end airport
neighbor cities?
Use Current Science?
Will Port review all
studies from around
world relating to human
health and environment
impacts from aircraft
noise and pollution?

COMMENT

SCOPE REQUEST

Four-year increase
raised annual
overflight total from
316,000 to
413,000.

Please include a complete assessment
of the human health and environmental
impacts, including from noise and
emissions, resulting from the additional
97,000 aircraft overflight operations
growth from the last four years.

SAMP Executive
Summary; Port’s
own consultant
says long term
study is “key.” But
Port’s will not be
studying total
growth plans for
potential harms.
The Port has not
committed to study
all of Des Moines,
Federal Way,
Burien, Tukwila,
Normandy Park,
and SeaTac.

Please include a complete assessment
of the human health and environmental
impacts resulting from additional
aircraft overflight operations for the
Port’s post-SAMP Long Term Vision
projects and Century Agenda growth
plans.

Studies around the
world now exist on
harms and
potential harms
from aircraft noise
and emissions.

Please include a complete study of all
of the human health and environmental
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park,
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft
overflights, from 2013-present; for the
Near-Term Projects; and for Long
Term Projects.
Please include all studies (worldwide)
from at least the last ten years, to the
extent such studies explore, find,
suggest, or hypothesize any
association, correlation, causation, or
other potential linkage between aircraft
overflights and impacts on human
health or the environment.

INITIAL

Wait For Pending New
Science? Why is Port
proceeding without
waiting for the results of
the pending studies in
the State of Washington
directly relating to SeaTac Airport?
Sensitive populations?
Are you studying the
unique impacts of aircraft
noise on elderly citizens
and children?
What About Overnight
Flights? Will Port collect
and assess global
scientific studies relating
to impacts from overnight
flights noise?
Unique - Full Time 3rd
Runway Use. How will
Port separately assess
the impacts of the fulltime usage of the 3rd
Runway?
What if Your
Projections Are
Wrong? How are you
accounting for the impact
if your estimates of
growth are too low?
Regional Airport Now?
Are you studying the
benefits of a regional
airport?

Regional studies
underway, include
ultra-fine particle
study from UW and
the airport
mitigation study
from Department of
Commerce.
Studies have found
risk of harm to
elderly citizens and
children from
aircraft noise.
Studies have
concluded
increased risk of
human harm from
overnight flight
noise.
Despite historical
statements, 3rd
Runway now fulltime.

SAMP Executive.
Summary
inaccurate; est.
398,910 flights by
2019; we are at
413,000 now.
The Port has
refused to join calls
for siting a regional
airport now.

Please include a review and
assessment of the results of critical
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway
before proceeding with the
environmental review for the SAMP.

Please include a complete assessment
of the unique human health impacts
from noise on elderly citizens and
children.
Please include a complete scientific
study review and assessment of the
unique human health impacts from
noise from overnight flights.

Please include a complete study of the
unique human health and
environmental impacts from the
exponential increase in overflights over
neighborhoods beneath and near the
3rd Runway.
To determine the risks of error in Port
projections, please include a study of
the health and environmental impacts
from increased aircraft operations that
exceed estimated Near Term
Operations.
Please include a study of the benefits
to human health and the environment
in the six airport neighbor cities if
growth is more fairly distributed
throughout the entire region.

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018.
Name:

Signature: _______________________

Address:
E-mail:
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org

